October 9, 2020

Project Description
The North Entrance Project is the final component of the development of the Gardiner Gateway project. The project consists of a new entrance station building and two entry kiosks, a new employee bypass road, additional queuing lanes, and operational improvements to the Gardiner Transportation Center and Robert Reamer Road.

Road Surface Conditions
The North Entrance Road and Robert Reamer Ave is on gravel.

Current and Upcoming Work

Current Activities:
- Excavation and Embankment along Robert Reamer
- Placing Select Borrow Along Robert Reamer
- Inlet and culvert installation along Robert Reamer

Upcoming Activities:
- Curb layout in front of GTC
- Concrete curb pour

Traffic Conditions:
- Intermittent closure to through traffic planned for Robert Reamer.
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Notice to Proceed:
July 2, 2020

Fixed Completion Date:
August 20, 2021
Stem walls poured and floor joists going in

Select Borrow along Robert Reamer (South side)